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What We’ll do today

 Have a quick word on searching for data

 Talk about the kinds of data you can expect to find on the net

 Touch on some of the resources out there to help you 
develop your skill base

 Introduce you to the iLab study guide, that lists places where 
you can find datasets, 

 Introduce you to a spreadsheet where you can document 
the places you’ve looked and things you’ve found so that you 
can learn from your peers

Give you time to search whilst I hang around to help out 



Research Skills
Don’t worry, we’ll keep this short!



Meet the research cycle…

We are basically at the 

Research Question part 

right now…

Note the circularity –

Searching and reading 

for a big uni assignment 

often happens in cycles 

over time

All along the way you 

can record your results 

and collate



A bit on searching for Data Generally

 Generally the scope of your research will start out broad and narrow over 

time

 The size of the available literature will shape the way you search

 Generally you can only load 3 or 4 separate ideas into a single search 

before results sizes get very small

 Most dataset platforms only allow you to do simple searching, and have 
pretty poor relevance rankings, meaning you may have to spend a little 

extra time clicking ‘next’ or trying different search terms to get to the good 

stuff. 

 Generally you will attack the main thrust of your search in a few different 

places with the same search terms, before returning later with different 
search terms to plug gaps 

 [related] It’s a good rule of thumb to search with more than one set of 

keywords in more than one place



Constructing a search: two common methods

 Synonym Columns are good for 

taking ideas developed in a mind 

map and formatting them into a 

search strategy

 Mind maps are good for 

establishing relationships and 

conceptualising a still nascent 

idea



Documenting a Search

 To prevent repeating your steps, or forgetting an effective search you did 

previously, it’s a good idea to document what you are doing

 Record the search terms you’ve come up with

 Record where you searched with them

 Save links to the searches you created if you can

 Document new terms you learn as you read and then use your 

documentation to plug them back into your old searches

 Save the things you choose to read in a systematic way, and, if it works for 

you, take notes about them (this is called annotating)

Because of the cyclical nature of research, you will find that you can 

plug things you’ve learned back into a search and find more information



Types of Data

Data comes in many 

forms, grasshopper…



Library Datasets

• The library subscribes to lots of 
packaged data sources 

(where the data is can be 

downloaded into commonly 

found filetypes like CSV and 

PDF) 

• Most of these datasets are to 

do with companies, industries 

and countries. The example 

seen on the right is from a 

database called CEIC



Free Datasets with extra Access Via the library

The table on the right is 

derived from Tablebuilder, a 

new service supplied by the 

ABS. 

Creating an account with 

Tablebuilder using your UTS 

webmail will give you access 

to extra information members 

of the public can’t see.



Then There’s free stuff anyone can use



• One of traditional problems with 

searching for datasets is the fact that 

there are so places they can be found. 

• As such it can be very hard to know 

which repository would be the right 

one for you, and a regular Google 

search makes it hard to show just data 

in your results

• But now there’s Google Datasets, 

which aggregates these repositories 

quite well (certainly better than 

anything else I’m aware of)



Then there’s Everything else… Including…

 Unpackaged data that needs to be 

either extracted from a pdf or website via 

API’s or code based scraping

 Corporate data that we don’t have that 

isn’t free – you can always write to a 

company and beg for it free or next to 

free in the name of research – it 

sometimes works!

 Finally, you might want to collect your 

own data 





Data Skills



The Library doesn’t Really teach data skills …

 Apart from entry level stuff in Excel, Tableau and Power BI … 

you are probably already far better at grabbing, 

manipulating and analysing data than we’ll ever be.

 That said, we can help you find answers to technical 

questions you may have.

We can also point you to various self-help options…



In Summary…

 There are far too many places to find data and because your topics 

are so diverse, no point even singling a few out to demo

 So, for the remainder of the class I’m going to let you explore and I 

will come around and try and help you 1 to 1 in any way I can.

 I’ve made a study guide that will help you get started though – I’ll 

demo it right after this

 I’ve also made an online Excel file where you can document your 

search process, find out what other students are researching and 

learn from their encounters with various data sources.

 Let’s take a look, shall we?


